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We showed that warming temperatures impact the growth of conifer trees. What other factors 
associated with changing climates could also affect trees?

You read in the article that forests provide ecosystem goods (lumber, paper) and services 
(storage of CO2) to us. Can you think of other ways we are benefiting from forests?

Animals (and humans) can migrate to different climates if temperatures get too hot. How 
about trees? Are they completely stationary?

We chose a seed transplant experiment to find out how plants (in our case: conifer trees) 
respond to changing climates. Can you imagine other experiments that approach that same 
question in a different way?

Think of different ways your life may be impacted by global climate change.
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Check your understanding
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More or less rainfall (droughts), more CO2 in the atmosphere, colder temperatures (in some areas), 
more extreme weather, more pest insects such as beetles that can multiply more easily in warmer 
temperatures.

Forest can provide food, medicines, and recreation for people. They also clean the air and produce 
oxygen for us to breathe. The tree roots hold soil in place and keep it from eroding away, keeping 
our rivers free of sediment.
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TeaCher’S Key

Do northern trees have cold feet
about climate change?
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TeaCher’S Key

Do northern trees have cold feet
about climate change?

You may be surprised to hear this, but trees can also migrate. But they do it at a much slower 
pace than animals. And generally, it’s not an active process, such as moving limbs (or roots), but 
by dispersing their seeds instead. So trees need a whole generation for every step in their journey. 
But this process can still move entire populations further north (or south), or even up mountains! 
Some trees disperse their seeds with the wind, and the wind can carry them over long distances. 
Many seeds are moved by animals that carry them either unknowingly attached to their fur, or eat 
them and then “release” them again in their poop in a different location. So this migration may be 
slow - but can still reach distances of 62 miles in a century! 

For understanding how forests will respond to climate change, the big question is whether trees 
can migrate faster than the climate is changing.

Here is an interesting article describing tree migration:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/02/090209-trees-migrating-north.html

Some experiments place plants (smaller ones, not necessarily big trees) under heat lamps to 
experimentally change their climate. Others grow them in enclosed glass houses where various 
climate parameters (like heat, or CO2 concentrations) can be modified.

If you live near the coast, rising sea levels might cause more flooding as rising temperature melt 
ice at the Poles or on glaciers. The water from melted ice then flows to the oceans and cause their 
levels to rise. Or maybe your summers will get much hotter than they already are. Many people 
are already impacted by heat waves, and the last 3 years each were the hottest on record. If you 
live near forests in drier areas, your risk of evacuating your home because of a potential forest 
fire might increase. (Climate change is going to make fires much more likely and more severe). Or 
you favorite food might get more expensive, because agricultural plants will also be affected by 
changing climates, and there are many indications that many agricultural crops will be negatively 
affected by warming temperatures.
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